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Objectives

Problems

 Deployment of urban sensor networks in urban scale
 Data collection and aggregation on road-side gateways
 Information dissemination to mobile users in urban areas
 Management and maintenance of real-time urban services

 Inefficient urban mobility and time wasted
 Expensive but inefficient smart parking system
 Urban service quality

Deployment of WSN

Roadside Gateway

Vehicle's arrival & departure
- Periodic/Time-driven: traffic interval ω
- Event-driven: occupied & vacant time λ, μ (exponentially distributed)

Data collection and aggregation
- Local Dynamic Map
Density and planning of Road-side gateways
Geocast between Road-side gateways
Cartography of urban services

-occupied - vacant

Guidance

Statistics

Alert

Service Issues:
- More than two drivers chasing one parking space
- Parking space selection model
- Delay constraintd

Impact of node density
Fixed bandwidth allocation

Diffusion

Dynamic bandwidth allocation

Distributed algorithm considering geolocation distance,
user personalization, time, traffic ....
Smart parking app
Add-on services: navigation, pricing, ....

Energy-Delay tradeoff
Fixed bandwidth allocation

Dynamic bandwidth allocation

* A adaptive MAC shall be
applied to suit the urban
environment with best
configuration in order to reach the
best network performance

Information Dissemination
Urban environment:
- Map dimension - open/close network
- Mobility model: 3 states of movement
* average parking time λ
- OD matrix - hot spots & trajectory
- Radio & Propagation model
- Ratio of #vehicle/#parking-place

Best configuration versus vehicle activity and network density

Information dissemination
- Centralized
- Distributed
- One-hop broadcast
- Multi-hop broadcast
- Inter-vehicle geocast

Simulation parameters in the WSNet simulator
Transmit power output 3 dBm

WSN

Ptx 65.7 mW

Prx 56.6 mW

Eradio.switch = 0.16425J

Data rate 250kbps

Receive Sensivity -110 dBm
Pcs 55.8 mW

Poff 30 μW
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One-hop broadcast scenario:

Transmission range 50m

Simulation time 86400s

Sensor node number: 12~96

Application: Event- & Time-driven

Packet size 84 bytes

* Message format affects
drivers' understanding and
provokes probably a longer
extra search

MAC: duty-cycled fixed & dynamic bandwidth allocation
Slot duration 0.1s
Dimension 1220m * 1220m grid street map
building width 100m
VANET

Street width 20m

Retransmission & piggyback
CSMA/CA

Date rate 3Mbps

* One-hop broadcast limits
the service coverage and can
be improved by some
retransmission heuristics (but
have to take into account the
scalability problem).

Corner pathloss model

Transmission power 16 dBm

Receive Sensivity -92 dBm

9 gateways: static in crossroads (300m)

Packet size 100 bytes

Vehicle: manhattan mobility (reflective). 3 states: parking, cruising & driving
Vehicle number: 50-400
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Parking places: 25-110

Application: Periodic broadcast (& Request-driven)
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 City needs to be able to manage the infrastructure and to guarantee the
quality of the provided services
 The study of traffic modeling is required for improving network performance
 The impact of urban environment needs to be taken into account
 An adaptive MAC protocol & geocast routing
 Large-scale network for testing the scalability of protocols
 Good architecture while deploying urban services for mobile users
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